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Abstract. Industrial automated production is a conservative domain. New
information technologies find the way into this domain slowly or not at all. But
in 2013 the fourth industrial revolution was announced: The so-called Industry
4.0 implicates techniques like cloud-computing and self-organizing machines.
The degree of technological complexity increases. Beside the technological
innovation the use context and the tasks for the users will also be changed. In the
design phase the engineers have to handle the increased complexity. In the
operating phase the operators and also the service and maintenance technicians
have to keep the production systems running. This paper discusses the results of
the research about the effects of Industry 4.0 on the different user groups and
highlight selected user requirements.
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1 Introduction – What Is Industry 4.0?

The domain of industrial automation is reserved and conservative to new developments
in the information technology. One reason is that industrial productions systems are
build to output products for a long time. A period of 20–30 years is not unusual. From
this it follows that the used technology and the related spare parts has to be accessible
over the period. But – is it certain that today’s information technology is still available
in 30 years?

A second reason is the need for information security. Only authorized persons and
institutions should have access to any sensible data. But the modern information
technology is based on networks and outsourced information services. How can a
company make sure that sensible information is secure against unauthorized access e.g.
from a third party or a competitor? How can a company make sure, that nobody can
inflict damage with these data?

Nevertheless new information technologies are observed and proofed, if these
technologies are suitable for the producing industry. As a result the concept of the
industry 4.0 was developed and was introduced to the public in 2013.

What represents industry 4.0? After the mechanizing with water or steam power
(industry 1.0, e.g. the weaving loom), the mass production with band conveyors
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(industry 2.0, e.g. Henry Ford’s car production) and the use of electronics (industry 3.0,
e.g. the programmable logic controller PLC) the level 4.0 is now reached (Fig. 1).

Some elements were taken from the idea of the Internet of things, some from the big
data subject or the service architecture topic to shape the concept of the smart factory [1].

1.1 The Vision of Industry 4.0 – The Smart Factory

But what is the vision of Industry 4.0? What is a smart factory? The elements in a
production plant become so-called cyber-physical devices that have an increased
intelligence and ability to communicate compared to today’s machines. With these
abilities the cyber-physical systems can take a part of the planning and dispositive
tasks. The machines take care about adequate supply of material, change production
method to the optimal one for actual product, or figure out a new method by itself
(catchword self-learning machine). The machines get social characteristics and build
their own “social” networks (Fig. 2).

As one result the classical automation pyramid is change. The machines – typical
located at level one (field level) – get functionalities from the upper levels, particularly
from the levels 3 (MES/plant management level) and level 4 (ERP/enterprise level).
Also new topics like the service-based architecture influence the systems.

At first sight it might seem that the load for the users is clearly reduced. But is this true?

1.2 The Lifecycle of Automation Systems

In the lifecycle of industrial automation systems (Fig. 3) two phases with three user
groups can be pointed out:

Fig. 1. From Industry 1.0 to Industry 4.0
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1. During the engineering phase the user group of system designer develop and design
the whole production system. Different craft groups (e.g. mechanical engineers,
electrical engineers, PLC software engineers etc.) work with their specific software
tools sequential on the designing, configuring and building up the production
systems.

2. During the operating phase two user groups play an important role:
a. The operators supervise and control the assigned production line.
b. The service and maintenance technicians keep the production ticking over.

3. The last phase “scrapping” is from the industry 4.0 point of view not that important.

What are the impacts of industry 4.0 for the user and for their software tools?
Apparently the complexity of the procedures inside the automated productions systems
is extremely raised. Beside this also economic issues and functions (based on the
integration of level 3 and 4 functionality, see above) have to be considered by the
designers. For example user requirements concern issues supporting the collaboration
in a mixed team of special designers. Also requirements regarding the consistent data

Fig. 2. Cyber-physical systems with their own “social” network - is this still cloudy or foggy for
the user?

Fig. 3. The lifecycle of automation systems
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flow through all the different engineering tools become effective again – these topics
were already discussed but not solved during the work on the digital factory.

Changing the focus to the operating phase the two user-roles operator and service
and maintenance technicians are also confronted with changed working environments.

Due to the fact that the machines undertake more tasks from the operator the
remaining operator’s tasks get more and more an observing character. The operator has
to monitor and supervise the automated production system. But the increased infor-
mation and communication power of these systems lead to a complexity that is not
understandable by classic user interfaces used actual in the industry. The operator needs
support to keep the system stable in case of a fault.

The service and maintenance technician has also an altered need for information.
The cyber-physical systems will have a huge diagnostic functionality. For evaluation
and interpreting this new data the technician has to be supported by new user interface
concepts with site-directed information access (e.g. via mobile devices combined with
techniques like AR).

2 Changes for the User – New Working Conditions?

It seems clear that the entry of innovative techniques from the computer science
influences the working conditions of the users. The question is in what kind of manner
– and if there is a need for further support of the user.

2.1 The Engineering Phase

Unlike usual products the production plants are single-unit products. As a result the
engineering and development effort play a mayor role. This can be divided in three
phases: Design, manufacturing & assembly, and commissioning. In the classical way
the commissioning phase in the field needs the most time.

To reduce time and effort the idea of the digital factory was developed during the
last 10 years (Fig. 4). Parts of the commissioning phase should be done with simulation
tools. As an advantage for the user this work is relocated from the field to the office. As
a disadvantage the number of tools increases.

Also in the classical approach a huge number of tools are necessary for fulfilling the
engineering tasks (Fig. 5). A major problem for the user is that these tools are dis-
harmonious – both in their databases and in the interaction with the user [2–4]. Typ-
ically each tool has a different look & feel – different handling, different appearance,
different menu structures, different keyboard layout, different shortcuts etc. In some
cases the different databases lead to the manual input of the results of the prior tools.

Using the digital factory approach the number of tools increases without solving the
problems of the not harmonized tools (Fig. 6).

Integrating the ideas of Industry 4.0 the number of tools still increases (Fig. 7). But
the new tools have the origin not in the engineering disciplines but in the computer
science. So not only the engineers have to handle the huge number of tools but also
work together with colleagues from computer science domain – a new domain from the
point of view of the automation society.
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Fig. 4. Reduction of effort using the digital factory approach

Fig. 5. Typical CAx Tools in the engineering phase

Fig. 6. Enlargement of the necessary CAx tools by the digital factory approach
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So do we have new requirements in the engineering phase? Some are not new, but
become under the Industry 4.0 focus still more important. First it has to be cleared if
there are new user roles, e.g. cloud specialist for integrating the cloud system into the
automated production system with its real-time and safety requirements. Based on this
the interfaces between the user roles have to be analyzed and optimized.

And one of the most important point is, that the huge number of different
computer-aided engineering tools have to be harmonized so support the users doing
their task – including the obvious issues like an identical look and feel and the hidden
issues like a common data exchange and data format (e.g. AML [5]).

2.2 The Operating Phase

Typical user groups in the operating phase are the operator supervising and controlling
the plant, and the service and maintenance technician. The introduction of the Industry
4.0 topics accompanied with an increased degree of automation. That means that the
complexity of the automated systems also increases – and the operators tasks have a
predominant supervising character. In case of an incident or accident the irony of
automation [6] become real.

The human-computer interfaces in the control rooms have to be developed based on
the user-centered approach with a task- and situation-orientation. This appears correct
and necessary but – because automated production plants are single-unit produced –

financial issues carry weight.
The service and maintenance technician has to keep the plant running. Timely

exchange of worn machine parts before the system is going down is part of the task.
The technological ideas of Industry 4.0 cover also self-diagnosing machines. That
means also that the disposing task moves from the shift supervisor to the
Cyber-physical System.

Fig. 7. Using the Industry 4.0 approach even more tools are necessary
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It is possible that the technician get the working plan from the system (the factory –

not from the shift supervisor). Therefor the technician needs during the operation in the
field the necessary information – that requires a location-independent information
access. – and also a situation-oriented and task-oriented offer of information.

Mobile devices become essential tools (Fig. 8) – if these devices are robust enough
for the industrial use. Beside the technical requirements on robustness and the power of
the rechargeable battery usability aspects are still important. Due to the limited screen
size the selection of actual shown information and interaction possibilities is extremely
relevant.

3 Actual and Future Research at the Robotics
and Automation Department at Heilbronn University

The Robotics & Automation department at Heilbronn University analyzes the use of
mobile devices especially for service and maintenance technicians. Starting with
applications for laptops the focus was on the augmented reality [7]. Actual the appli-
cations was ported to tablets and extended with features from computer games and
interaction techniques like gesture input [8].

The next step will be the porting to data glasses to enable a hands free, eyes free –
interaction.

In parallel the automation laboratory starts to acquire a factory in a laboratory size
(“Heilbronner model factory”). This model factory can “produce” liquids and repre-
sents a real production system.

Beside research on Industry 4.0 technical aspects like including cloud servers to
PLCs it is planned to perform different projects on the human-computer interaction like
device-independent information visualization. The Human-robot interface to mobile
robots is also a key aspect in the research activities [9].

Fig. 8. Interacting via mobile devices with the Cyber-Physical System
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